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Department of Electronics and Electrical Engineering
Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati
Supplementary Examination, Winter 2019

EE 360: Embedded Systems Saturday, 26th July 2019
Time Allowed:180 Minutes Maximum Marks: 100

• The Question paper consists of five (4) printed pages, containing eight (6) questions, and some
relevant information.

• Any evidence of cheating detected while checking will lead to the award of suitable negative credit
to all involved.

• Make suitable and justifiable assumptions wherever necessary, and state those assumptions clearly.

1) Consider an instruction set architecture (ISA) that has a CPI (average clock cycles per instruction) of
1 for arithmetic/ logical (AL) instructions, 10 for memory operations, and 5 for branch instructions.
Assume that if a program is parallelized to run over multiple (P ) processors, then the number of
AL and memory instructions per processor reduces by a factor of 0.9P , whereas the number of
branch instructions remains unchanged. That is, if a single processor executes K AL, M memory
and N branch instructions to run a program, then a parallel implementation of this program (on P
processors) will respectively require the execution of 1.25

P
, 1.2M

P
and N AL, memory, and branch

instructions per processor.
Using a program with 2.5 × 109 AL, 1.2 × 109 memory, and 2 × 108 branch instructions as an
example, answer the following questions. {15 Marks}

a) Compare the relative time taken in the following cases. [10]

• Double the clock speed with a single core.
• Using 2 cores, each with a clock speed 1.25 times the original clock speed.
• Use 8 cores with the half clock speed.

b) What happens when the arithmetic and logical instructions require double the CPI? [5]

2) A length 1800 array A of single precision floating point numbers contains the instantaneous velocities
of a car (traveling in a straight line) in Km/h sampled every one second. Assuming that the base
address of A is stored in X0 and the distance traveled till the nth second (in meters) is given as

Sn =
n∑

k=1

vk

with vk being the instantaneous velocity at the kth second in meters per second, write a C program
and a corresponding LEGv8 program to calculate the total distance traveled by the car.{22 Marks}

3) Convert −23.375 to the IEEE 754 double precision floating point format. Hint: The format is given
in the reference sheet. {5 Marks}

4) Consider a 8 block direct mapped cache with 2 words per block.
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Show the behavior of this cache when memory locations are accessed in the following order
[22,23,26,28,18,22,26,23] . {18 Marks}

5) Use the following piece of LEGv8 code, executed on a five stage pipeline, to answer the questions
given underneath. {25 Marks}

ADD X5,X2,X1
LDUR X3, [X5,#4]
LDUR X2, [X3,0]
ADD X3,X2,X3
ORR X3,X5,X3

STUR X2,[X5,#0]

a) Assuming that there is no forwarding and hazard detection insert NOPs to avoid hazards and
calculate the relative loss in performance. [5]

b) Rearrange the code to minimize the number of NOPs and find the relative gain in performance
due the rearrangement of the code. [10]

c) Repeat the above problems assuming one stage forwarding and comment on the gains achieved
due to forwarding. [10]

6) Consider a system where customers arrive from outside according to a Poisson process with a rate ρ,
and are served at a rate µ. A customer, after being served joins the queue again with a probability
α. Argue that the system does not see Poisson arrivals, draw the state diagram, write down the
balance equations and use those to find the average number of customers in the system and the
average waiting times. {15 Marks}

Some useful identities

∞∑
n=0

nxn =
x

(1− x)2
for|x| < 1 (1)

m∑
n=0

nkxn =

(
x
d

dx

)k
1− xm+1

(1− x)
(2)


